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About This Game

It is your job to save the planet from its decay. Only you can prevent an extraterrestrial species from taking over all of
humankind.

How? By shooting them back to where they belong - into the depths of hell of course!

Features:

A normal play mode with a final, great enemy to defeat

Unlock "Hard mode" where endless waves of enemies await you

Local coop mode with 3 classes for your partner

Each coop class has a unique skill

Random spawning enemies in hard mode

Random encounters with mini bosses in hard mode

Unlock achievements

Top your highscore
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Retro style!

So basically, this is a retro themed arcade shooter. You can't learn 100% where enemies will spawn, and most times you will
have to react directly to what you are seeing on screen. There is no "save spot" or something.

I will release updates with small improvements, changes or fixes at any time I can. ;D
If you have any questions, you can ask me anytime~.
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Changing my review. looks like it runs better that ever now..glad the dev worked on this. also thanks for the new key. It's still
cute..small little guy..i kept dying until i realized i could pick up weapons lol. Good controls..still learning them.. An addicting
casual game that I enjoy when I need something to relax. Game is incomplete. No save, quit or load buttons. No directions or
options information. Must start from beginning every time you play the game.. Very good rogue-like!. Charachers are somewhat
unbalanced, and controls are a little stiff. It's cool to see a bunch of characters come together, but there isn't much else backing
up this brawl style game.

Honestly, it's a game that could have done decent had it been complete. The developer announced in 2017 that the game would
not be completed due to public backlash, so what appears in videos and such is lla that will exist.. I spent an hour customizing
the hair of my cute girl character with the giant twintails. 10 cutes out of 10 cools! GOTY 2012!!. Most rage inducing game
ever made.. It's incredible if you like these types of arcade style shooting games. simple controls. the graphics are astoundingly
brilliant like really bright. i'll let you know you have space to go up down left and right. it always aims up, which i like. and.. it's
just really cool. intense. like a good old game but modernized. um have you ever played Satan's Hollow on the C-64? or gorf?
whoever made this did a brilliant job on it! Recommended if you like this type of game.
. The game is in 'Early Access', a way of saying 'We havent actually made a game yet, but we would like your money all the
same'. You \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ers better finish this piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Polish this turd
until it shines! Polish it until it shines with the light of one thousand suns and then roll it in glitter 'till it sparkles like Garry!

Seriousely guys, making games is hard, I know because I had a crack at it myself for a few years and all I managed to make was
garbage. I sincerely hope you succeed where I failed. Work hard. And God Speed.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1587330113. Cute and fun for what it is. Nothing amazing, but
better made than you would expect.
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This is an awesome rts. It's pretty tough sometimes.. First I was dissapointed because this skin looks like Ted wears pants, but
you can actually see he doesn't in the Stimpack animation. Also perfect to hide your feelings behind a Titanium helmet. 10\/10.
Its amazing the animals are buetifull but even if my zoo is at 5 stars I still don't get much visiters unless my zoo is free. GREAT
fun at first, but then it gets old and boring REALLY REALLY REAALLLYY fast. Do not buy this. Save your money.. My new
favorite die&retry platformer.
Sadly, this game doesn't encounter the same success than Super Meat Boy (that I like too). And honestly I prefer Slime-san!
Maybe it's because the graphics are too retro for many people. Personally I like it.

Asides that, everything is nearly perfect. In Super Meat Boy, you can only jump, here there are more options:
-you can dash in four directions
-you can phase. It means that when you active it, you can go through everything in green on the screen (walls, projectiles,
enemies). Phase can also toggle ON/OFF certain green walls/monsters. And while you phase, time is slowed! So you can use it
to lower the difficulty.

The game never feels repetitive because there is always something new. Various monster/projectiles behaviors and lot of other
things : door/keys, ventilators, chasing/moving/floating/breakable blocks, water, water pillars,bubbles, teleporters, wings to be
able to fly, special challenges, huge and greatly strange boss (you fight body parts), AND TON of unlockables (extra characters,
mini-game, etc...).
And even more to come, because developers already added more contents with big free update/DLC and they will do it again!

I'm only mixed about one thing:
In the shop or during the levels, I encountered dozens of characters. There is even a slime village full of.. slimes ^^
Every character have something to say. It's either stupid (in the good way) or a reference to another game.
At some point, I asked myself why the developers didn't use all these characters to make a story. The materials are here but
under exploited to my opinion. It's more an observation than a complaint.

I hope I convinced you to play this great game!. This looks like a russian kid's school project, and plays worse. Very poor
controls for a driving game, awful SFX in the menus, and no progression available it seems. Just a crappy truck that you can
upgrade, but no other vehicles available afaik. Very poor.. Bruh, it wasn't even worth $0.99 when it was on 75% sale. Unless
you're rolling in it and cant be bothered with other games! This game is a lot like the countless free flash games on the internet.
It was worth the 2 hours but after that it isn't worth $3.99.. Simple fun.. It saddens me. This was a pretty fun game... But because
of lack of any updates, or map changes... It was like a lit match. Burned for a moment, then went out into obscurity.

This is a -good game-. It deserved better than that.

R.I.P. Devil's Bluff, You will be missed.. I personally don't like this at all, you just press two buttons over and over. The only
reason I have this much time in it is because I want all the achievements, but keep falling asleep.
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